Now for some examples
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Example 1) Er2Ti2O7 introduction
• Pyrochlore with frustrated AFM
interactions
– Er3+ (4I15/2), XY anisotropy
– θCW=-22K
– 1 ordering transition
• Second order
• T=1.173K
– Néel order
• k=000
• Extensive quantum fluctuations
stabilise particular ground state

Blöte H. W. J. et al., Physica 43, 549 (1969)
Champion J. D. M. et al., Phys. Rev. B 68 020401(2003)
Poole A., Wills, A.S. et al, J. Phys. Condens. Matter., 19, 452201 (2007)
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Er2Ti2O7 : k=0
Γ3

FeF3
structure

Γ5 an XY
structure

Ground states of
AF Td
Γ7

Γ9

Ground states
for dipolar
pyrochlore
model

Spin ice, Soft spin ices
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Er2Ti2O7 : Powder diffraction
k=000
50mK (Polaris)

• Simulations show ψ2 to be
weakly stabilised by thermal
fluctuations
• Ψ2/Ψ3 ratio changes as function
of T ?
• Powder diffraction cannot tell !
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J.D.M. Champion, et al. Phys. Rev. B 68, 020401(R) (2003)

Spherical Neutron Polarimetry-Access transverse
components of the polarisation
• CRYOPAD
– CRYOgenic
– Polarisation
– Analysis
– Device
• Zero magnetic field
chamber
• Neutron spin vector
1. Defined
2. Rotated by the
sample magnetism
3. Project out
components
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Er2Ti2O7- Spherical Neutron Polarimetry
• Analysis based on Blume- Maleev equations
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Er2Ti2O7- Spherical Neutron Polarimetry
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Er2Ti2O7 - Spherical Neutron Polarimetry

• Γ5 with 3 + 3’
• RMC refinement
• 3 minima (+ time reversed)
• µEr3+=3.25µB
•

µEr3+(Free ion)= 9.59µB
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Er2Ti2O7 : k=000
• Neutron powder diffraction data fit Γ5 (ψ2, ψ3)
• SNP indicates ψ2 with 3+3’ S-domains (MPG 4’/mmm’)
• NOT the dipolar ground state. Why does it happen?
– ψ2 is stabilised sixth order terms that create a thermal order-bydisorder selection
– Remember that IRs are eigenfunctions of the exchange
Hamiltonian
» Take care not to second guess
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La2O2Fe2OSe2 - MSG and RA analysis

• Related to the iron-based superconductors, but
has magnetic order
• Want to understand drives and the competition
between magnetic order and superconductivity
• Antiferromagnetic order below ~ 90 K
• Can be solved using a magnetic space group
with a smaller C-centred monoclinic unit cell :
Ca2/m (12.64)
• k1=(½, 0 ½) or k2=(0 ½ ½) with respect to
the crystallographic space group I4/mmm
– In 1-k structure, 2 orbits. Need : Γ2 (m||a) on
Fe1 and Γ3 (m||a) on the Fe2 site. Collinear
– In 2 k structure, just Γ3 from Fe2 and think
about why it is 2-k

D.G. Free and J.S.O. Evans Phys. Rev. B 81, 214433 ︎2010︎,
E. McCabe, C. Stock, E.F. Rodriguez et al., Phys. Rev. B
89, 100402 (2014)
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La2O2Fe2OSe2 - MSG and RA analysis
• Related to the iron-based superconductors, but has
magnetic order
• Want to understand drives and the competition
between magnetic order and superconductivity
• Antiferromagnetic order below ~ 90 K
• Can be solved using a magnetic space group Ca2/m
• k1=(½, 0 ½) and k2=(0 ½ ½) with respect to the
crystallographic space group I4/mmm
– 2 k structure, just Γ3 from Fe2 and think about
why it is 2-k
• Not obvious. Both components have
the same energy. Not possible to make
2-k structure with 2nd order terms,
S1.S2 or S1xS2
D.G. Free and J.S.O. Evans Phys. Rev. B 81, 214433 ︎2010︎,
E. McCabe, C. Stock, E.F. Rodriguez et al., Phys. Rev. B
89, 100402 (2014)

• Ising anisotropy with higher order
anisotropic exchange terms
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Magnetic structures- very final thoughts
• Subtle physical properties will come from a subtle
electronic properties and subtle couplings. Expect a
subtle magnetic structure
• The wolf in sheep clothing
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An introduction to SARAh and SARAh Refine
Andrew S. Wills
University College London

SARAh- what it does
• SARAh = Simulated Annealing and Representational Analysis
– Perform symmetry analysis of possible magnetic structures using
Representational (and Corepresentational Theory)
• Information for analysing data and understanding phase
transitions
– Clip-on front-end to facilitate reverse Monte Carlo refinement
of structures in GSAS using basis vectors and mixing coefficients
• Symmetry-free simulated annealing is not normally enough
– Clip-on front-end for FullProf using basis vectors and mixing
coefficients
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SARAh- Why it does what it does
• History (back in the 90s…)
– Magnetic structures are largely misunderstood
– K-vector often unknown
• Few people knew how to do representational theory.
– Only a handful of examples in the literature
• Irreducible representation sources– Books
– Karep
– Kovalev (little understood)
• Basis functions
– calculated by hand
– CS
– Mody

» Generally there was much confusion!
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SARAh- Why it does what it does
• Refining a magnetic structure from NPD
– GSAS uses Red/Black symmetry (restricted, difficult, leads to
confusion- ‘magnetic unit cell’), used only by the few …
– FullProf had many different ways of defining structures
• e.g. rotation matrices, separate definition for helices
• Complicated, so users built libraries of pcrs
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SARAh- Why it does what it does
m
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X
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• Make the refinement more physical :
⌫,~
k
– Use a symmetry framework
» Restrict models to being physically reasonable
» Create link between magnetic structures and the underlying physics

2⇡ i~
k·~
tij

• Enable researchers to refine directly in terms of symmetry output
– Use mixing coefficients as refinement variables
– Use basis vectors and k-vectors to define symmetry relationships
» Create a general refinement system
– Do not reinvent the wheel (i.e. let users use GSAS, FullProf)
» SARAh as a suite of programs
• Symmetry calculations
• Refinement assistant
• *Help* unspecialised users as much as possible
• k -search with FullProf
» Generate better understanding, better analyses
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SARAh- How it does it
• GSAS implementation
– External front end, reverse Monte-Carlo refinement
• GSAS magnetic symmetry definitions are limited (!), no k vector
• External control of moment orientations
• External use of a k-vector (need to put in a P1 magnetic cell)

– Not command line, simplest user choices. Buttons, scroll bars, etc
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SARAh- How it does it
• GSAS typical setup
– SARAh controls all aspects of symmetry and the moment orientations, the
rest is normal GSAS
– P1 phase in GSAS (avoid red/ black, allow complex symmetries). Full
magnetic cell
– Lock down non-magnetic variables
– Set GSAS for 2-3 LS cycles (i.e. converge), normal user control
– SARAh edits .exp file to insert all atom positions
– User selects symmetry type (representation, basis vectors)
– SARAh matches atoms being refined, replaces moments, launches GENLES
– RMC/Simulated Annealing refinement
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SARAh- How it does it
• Fullprof implementation
– External front end to prepare and edit the pcr file, write fst file
– Not command line, simplest user choices. Buttons, scroll bars, etc
• Unique k-search engine
– Main technical difficulties are with:
• Complex basis vectors but real or imaginary mixing coefficients…
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SARAh- How it does it
• Fullprof setup
– SARAh generates magnetic phase
– User selects symmetry type (representation, basis vectors)
– SARAh generates the description of the magnetic structure (each moment
is generated one time only)
– User can selectively edit the magnetic phase with basis vectors of choice
– User refines with FullProf normally
– SARAh reads in *.pcr and generates *.fst for visualisation
– Direct space RMC k-search
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SARAh- under the hood
• Mathematics
– VB implementation of KAREP (E.R. Hovestreydt, M.I. Aroyo and H.
Wondratschek, J. Appl. Cryst. 25, 544, 1992)
– Kovalev’s tables (O. V. Kovalev, “Representations of the Crystallographic
Space Groups” Edition 2, Gordon and Breach Science Publishers,
Switzerland, 1993)
• Conversion of all settings to IT standard, not Kovalev’s
• Verified IRs, transparent usage (as possible)
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Indexing complex magnetic ordering
with SARAh
• Combine direct and reciprocal space
– Aim to be physically meaningful
– Put moments at atomic positions
– RMC/least squares refine the
moment orientations (20 cycles, no
symmetry constraint other than the
k-vector)
– Explore randomly the points, lines
and planes of symmetry
– Gives only a *few* possible k-vectors

A.S. Wills, Z. Kristallogr. Suppl. 30 (2009)
39-44
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gradient of the I(H) curves exhibit a change: a pronounced flattening at 1.65 T presumably
associated with magnetisation saturation and another change at half this field where the gradient
increases by approximately 50%. The changes are most noticeable in the field dependence of the
(112) peak, as the experimental point density there is the highest, but the same tendency
is clearly visible for the (220) and (440) peaks as well. The data in Fig. 2 also indicate
that there is no significant temperature dependence of the intensity of the (112) peak for
50 mK < T < 250 mK. Nuclear contributions to the (112) and (220) reflections are allowed
by symmetry, but this component is small compared to the FM field-induced intensity.
• Highly frustrated lattice with the garnet
Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the intensity of two AFM peaks (commensurate and
structure
incommensurate) with an applied magnetic field. These peaks are purely magnetic as the
• 24
magnetic
ions per unit One
cell, divided
translational symmetry of the crystal structure prevents
any
nuclearGd
contribution.
of
twotemperature
interpenetrating
the peaks, (002), clearly shows two local maxima at theinto
base
of 50sublattices
mK. The
Difference
diffraction
positions of these maxima (0.8 T and 1.65 T) match •well
the fieldsneutron
where powder
the I(H)
curves
profiles
in an applied field indexed
of (a) 3.3 T,
for the FM peaks show a change in gradient. Another peak,
IC1 ,for
is incommensurate,
1.6 T1.18,
and 1.32)
(c) 1.0slightly
T at T =oﬀ-centre
80 mK
as (1.35, 1.05, 1.37), but is nominally observed at a point(b)
(1.18,
Figure 1. Positions of the magnetic Gd ions
on the 2D position sensitive detector. Unlike
the structure.
FM• peaks,
the
ICbe
sensitive
Peaks
cannot
on to small
1 isindexed
in a garnet
There
are 24
magnetic
temperature variations (see Fig. 3 bottom panel).
AFM into
peaks
ions per Apart
unit cell,from
they the
are divided
two shown
commensurate
magnetic
cellin Fig. 3,

Example: GGG, complex magnetic ordering

interpenetrating sublattices.
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• Neutron powder diffraction data
wisdom: take
the
• Conventional
IC
(002)
peculiar feature
of theICH − T phase
T=0.05 K
µ H = for
3.3 TH ∥[100] and H ∥[111] diﬀer by 30-40%a[1]. Another3000
H upand spin-liquid
positions
of has
theaobserved reflections,
diagram of GGG it that the phase boundary between the LRO
phases
H down
4
distinct minimum at T ≈ 0.18 K, analogous to the minimum
curve ofwith
He [3].
2000 in the melting
compare
positions predicted by
In this paper we report neutron diﬀraction measurements on a single crystal sample of GGG
trial-and-error/random
search
1000 These measurements
performed in an applied magnetic field at low temperatures.
reveal that
b
µ H = 1.6 T
the H −T phase diagram of GGG has a much more
complicated
nature than
assumed.
• Too
possibilities,
not in
a prayer...
Table
1. A0 description
ofpreviously
themany
various
k-vectors present
GGG powder
2

profiles [
The interest to Gd3 Ga5 O12 has been renewed
recently
by
several
developments.
Firstly,
a
T = 0.08 K in diﬀerentICfields(1/2,1/2,2)
determined by reverse-Monte Carlo indexing [14, 15].
3
T=0.05 K
new mean-field approach to theoretical studies of GGG has been developed
for zero magnetic
H up Field, T k = (000) k = (001) k = (0, 0, 0.724)
1000
field [4, 5]. The theory suggests that at low temperature GGG is on the verge
1 of achieving
2
3
H down
µ0H = true
1.0 T LRO [6]. Secondly, the latest experimental
and
theoretical
studies
of
a
closely
related
c
1.0
•
•
•
“hyperkagome” system, Na4 Ir3 O8 , have considered the role500
of classical and
quantum
fluctuations
1.6
•
•
−
in lifting the macroscopic degeneracy of the apparent spin-liquid state [7].
The
similarity
between
3.3
•
−
−
the lattice structures of Na4 Ir3 O8 and Gd3 Ga5 O12 is obvious
0 and further comparison of their
magnetic
would
be40 valuable.
Finally,
the reasons 0.0
for GGG0.5being a 1.0
very eﬃcient
1.5
2.0
2.5
20
25 properties
30
35
45
50
Scattering
Angle
(deg.)
µ0H (T)
material for low temperature magnetic refrigeration have been reconsidered in view
of the
24
Stewartmagnets
et al, J. Phys.
Matter. 18,L37 (2006)
presence of a macroscopic number of soft modes inJ.R.
frustrated
belowCondens.
the saturation
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SARAh • Let’s start with 3 questions …
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Examples
• Calculations and refinements
– AgFe (GSAS, FP)
• Calculations to think a bit about BVs
– NiO, R-3m, k = 0 0 1.5, Ni @ 0 0 0
– Then some audience examples
– SG189, k = 0.355 0 0, Mn@0.5967 0 0.5
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SARAh - SARAh Refine
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